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'These enchanted hills': Transforming cultural landscapes in the Hills Face 

Zone, South Australia. 

 

Abstract  

Tensions between constructions of nature and culture are increasingly relevant in the 

twenty-first century as natural environments near large populations centres come 

under increasing pressure from developers. The western face of the Mount Lofty 

Ranges, South Australia, is a historically significant cultural landscape where, 

following European colonisation, landscape use transitioned between ‘cultural’ and 

‘natural’ according to local economies and changing public perceptions. Historical 

and archaeological evidence for the evolution of this landscape illustrate the 

dichotomies between these changing landscape values and growing public 

appreciation of the aesthetic qualities of this ‘green’ backdrop to the city of Adelaide. 

During the 1960s and 1970s the South Australian Parliament passed legislation 

creating a Hills Face Zone to protect this region from urban development. This paper 

presents evidence why, fifty years later, this model for landscape management is 

increasingly relevant as world population growth and urban sprawl extend into natural 

environments. 
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1. Introduction 

At a time of rapid population growth, Adelaide’s Hills Face Zone on the western face 

of the Mount Lofty Ranges is protected from urban development by legislation now 

considered a model of good planning practice. As natural environments near large 

cities become contested zones and under increasing pressure by developers, 

understanding perceptions of natural and cultural landscapes is increasingly relevant. 

Although now considered a natural environment, for thousands of years the Hills Face 

Zone has been a cultural landscape, created and recreated according to the needs and 

mores of the population. This paper explores how and why these landscape 

transformations occurred, temporal changes in perceptions of the landscape, the 

legislation that has protected this region from development for over fifty years and 

why this legislation remains a model of landscape management.  

 

As early as 1836 the first Surveyor-General to the Colony of South Australia, Colonel 

William Light, referred to the Mount Lofty Ranges as ‘these enchanted hills’ and 

since that time this symbiotic relationship, illustrated in Figure 1, between the Mount 

Lofty Ranges and the city of Adelaide has continued (Whitelock, 1985:255).  

 

Figure 1. The symbiotic relationship between the Mount Lofty Ranges and the city of Adelaide is 

illustrated in this photograph. View: East. (Source: South Australian Tourism Commission, 2003) 

 

These early colonists from England and Europe viewed the ranges as a natural 

environment of steep gullies choked with dense undergrowth and fed by permanent 

springs; whilst the lower rolling hills were described in 1838 as “…broken into 

smooth grassy valleys and the more level country resembles more an English Park ...” 

(Sturt, 1838). They were wrong. The ranges and adjacent fertile plains were not 



 

 

natural environments, they had been shaped and managed by Aboriginal people for 

many thousands of years. This was a rich cultural landscape that, in less than a 

decade, succumbed to the cultural mores and needs of the colonists; they set about 

taming the 'wilderness' into the cultural landscapes of their homelands (Gomez-

Pompa, 1992). The trees were first cleared, crops and orchards were planted and the 

Mount Lofty Ranges soon became a highly-structured landscape in the tradition of 

England and Europe. The fertile valleys became food-bowls supporting the expanding 

population; but much was still to be learned about this new environment.  

 

The next significant landscape transformation, the transition from colonial rural 

economies based on imported traditional farming practices to the introduction of new 

rural technologies following the Industrial Revolution of the late nineteenth century. 

The fragile topsoil eroded after decades of deep plowing, and the natural springs 

faltered as supplies of groundwater diminished and crops were no longer 

economically viable. During the first half of the twentieth century, when the demand 

for food supplies grew with an expanding population, market gardeners and 

horticulturalists sold their small holdings, constrained by the narrow valleys, to 

purchase larger acreages on the plains and along river valleys. This transition was 

significant and made possible by the invention of pumps for lifting groundwater, the 

mechanization of farm machinery and improved roads and transport.  

 

World War II was followed by a population boom, and the Mount Lofty Ranges again 

came under increasing pressure, this time from urban expansion (South Australia. 

Environment Protection Authority, 2003). Changing public opinion reflected the 

growing tensions between nature and culture and between developers and 



 

 

conservation scientists. During the 1960s and 1970s legislative changes were 

introduced to protect the western face of the Mount Lofty Ranges to create Adelaide’s 

Hills Face Zone. Intensive horticulture and animal husbandry were prohibited, public 

parks were expanded and land subdivision was restricted. The Hills Face Zone 

legislation became a model of urban planning best practice, protecting what the public 

now perceived to be a natural environment, but also inadvertently, one of the best 

preserved relict historic landscapes within a metropolitan area in Australia. 

 

An aim of the Adelaide Hills Face Zone Cultural Heritage Project was to understand 

how changing land-use practices over hundreds of years created the present landscape 

(Smith et al., 2006). We interpreted the historical and archaeological evidence for 

change and the processes that influenced transformations in the landscape, a complex 

inter-twining of socio-economic and cultural pressures and the environmental 

consequences of often inappropriate traditional farming practices. The contemporary 

landscape continues to reflect the tensions between nature and culture and the 

ongoing tensions between development and conservation scientists.  

 

Adelaide’s Hills Face Zone is defined as the western face of the Mount Lofty Ranges 

extending for approximately 90 km from Sellick’s Hill south of Adelaide to the town 

of Gawler, north of Adelaide (Figure 2). The central region of the zone has distinct 

geomorphic characteristics that differentiate it from the ranges to the north and south. 

Largely because of this topography and close proximity to the city, the steep and 

fertile valleys of the central Hills Face Zone were the first to be colonized by 

horticulturalists, market gardeners and small mixed farms. The climate is described as 

Mediterranean, and the rolling hills to the north and south were colonized with sheep 



 

 

with small areas of intensive horticulture and viticulture. The study area discussed 

here is the central region behind the city of Adelaide. 

 

Figure 2. A map showing the location of the Hills Face Zone (Adelaide city is located between the 

hills face and the coast), South Australia. (Source: Department of Planning, Transport and 

Infrastructure, South Australia). 

 

2 Theory and Method 

The landscape archaeology paradigm adapted for this project was derived from earlier 

systems-based approaches to human landscape use developed in relation to settlement 

patterns and human ecology (Binford, 1980, 1982; Willey, 1956). Models of 

fieldwork methodologies consulted for this project included Jacques (1995), Plachter 

& Rössler (1995) and Ashmore & Knapp (1999); these influenced the design of our 

methodology for the collection and interpretation of data, particularly the spatial and 

temporal changes across the surveyed landscapes. First, the landscape was divided 

into small sections suitable for archaeological survey by transect and a predictive 

model developed based on Global Information Systems (GIS) satellite images, 

Australian Army aerial photographs from 1936, and a review of relevant literature. 

The archaeological field surveys and research were undertaken over four years (2002-

2005). Forty-two archaeological field surveys were undertaken by transects across 

parks and public land in collaboration with staff of the then Department of 

Environment and Heritage, relevant local government authorities and local historical 

societies. Letters requesting approval to enter and survey privately owned land were 

sent to over 2000 landowners and, of these, fifty-six properties were surveyed by 

appointment.  

 



 

 

The nature/culture dichotomies and the changing spatial distribution of human 

activities we documented are illustrated with examples from archaeological field 

surveys and GIS data for over nine hundred sites. These data were quantified in an 

inventory of the sites surveyed which now provides a management tool for future 

management.  

Mitchell's discussion examining the dynamism of the processes of landscape change 

and the challenges of identifying and preserving the value of historic landscapes 

contributed to the data analysis and to ongoing discussions about how to incorporate 

historic sites and landscapes on private land into landscape management models 

(Mitchell, 2008). 

3 Results 

3.1 Kaurna Aboriginal landscape 

The Australian landscape, including the Mount Lofty Ranges, had been managed for 

thousands of years by Aboriginal societies prior to the arrival of Europeans 

(Gammage, 2011; Pascoe, 2015). The Mount Lofty Ranges was a cultural and highly 

symbolic landscape providing food, medicines and raw materials for manufacturing 

shelters, utensils, tools and weapons (Brock and Gara, 2017; Heyes, 1999). It was also 

a landscape of great spiritual significance. 

 

In 1841 the Protector of Aborigines, Matthew Moorhouse, estimated the Aboriginal 

population to be approximately 650 within an area 80 miles north and 60 miles south 

of Adelaide, their number having been already significantly reduced by introduced 

diseases (Gara 1998:89; Southern Australian 1842). The valleys and ridges of the 

central and southern Hills Face Zone were, and continue to be, acknowledged as the 

traditional land of the Kaurnai people, although both the Permangk and the 



 

 

Ramindjeri people had, and continue to have, interests in this landscape (Ramsay-

Smith, 1930:331-339; Tindale, 1976:133, 213, 217).  

 

During the summer the Kaurna favored the coastal regions where they fished and 

harvested shellfish; this was a time when people travelled and met for ceremonies and 

trade with neighboring tribes. The warmer sheltered valleys and caves of the ranges 

and foothills were visited during the winter months. Evidence of habitation in a rock 

shelter in the foothills at Glen Osmond area, was noted by the anthropologist 

N.B.Tindale: 

…the floor of a small cave in the hills at the back of Glen Osmond, dug out a 

few years ago, revealed some charcoal hearths and the remains of many 

eggshells…’ (Tindale, 1926). 

The flora and fauna of the Mount Lofty Ranges and Adelaide Plains supported an 

abundance of natural resources essential to the Kaurna economy. These included 

kangaroos, emu, possum and a range of smaller animals, reptiles, fish and birds. 

Ancient large red gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) and blue gum (Eucalyptus 

leucoxylon) grew along the creek and all parts were used for food and functional 

everyday items, such as shelters, domestic bowls and shields, including the distinctive 

Kaurna shield (Berndt et al., 1993; Cawthorne, 1926; Forster, 1991).  

 

Information provided to Tindale by Invaritji in 1930 described how the Kaurna people 

visited the lower slopes of the ranges in autumn and spring to collect gum resin from 

the golden wattle (Acacia pycnantha) for binding tools and weapons, the bark of the 

stringybark (Eucalyptus obliqua) and animal skins for cloaks. They also collected the 



 

 

larvae of the Cossid moth that bored into the golden wattle and numerous other plant 

and animal species (Tindale, 1976).  

 

Our earliest records of the Kaurna landscape are paintings by colonial artists. 

Skipper’s paintings are among the earliest representations of Aboriginal people in the 

Mount Lofty Ranges (for an example see Figure 3). This painting illustrates colonial 

descriptions of open vegetation reminiscent of parklands, rather than dense bushland; 

it is also a rare illustration of their landscape management strategy of seasonal mosaic 

burning patterns. 

 

 

Figure 3. John Michael Skipper, Australia, 1815-1883 

Adelaide from the Hills, 1838, Adelaide, watercolor on paper16.0 x 23.0 cm,  
Morgan Thomas Bequest Fund 1942. Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. 

0.1226 

 

This strategy of managing the landscape using fire is well documented and was used 

to reduce the understory vegetation and ‘cleanse the country’, thus providing easier 

access for hunting and gathering (Gammage, 2011; Flannery, 1994:217-236; Jones, 

1969). Fire also promoted the regeneration of grasses and other plants, which in turn 

encouraged grazing animals into the area. The first colonists described grasslands and 

the parkland-like environment. James Backhouse recorded in 1837 that:  

 A plain lay ‘several miles wide … covered with grass and intersected with  

 belts of Gum-trees and a sickle-leaved Acacia. The Kangaroo grass was up to  

 our elbows and resembled two years’ seed meadows, in England …’  

 (Backhouse 1843:511 [1 Dec 1837]). 

 Some of the hills, like the plains below, are covered with fine Kangaroo grass, 

that is green, not-with-standing the temperature has, several times lately, risen 

to 107 in the shade (Backhouse, 1843:519 [12 Dec 1837]). 



 

 

This Indigenous landscape was indeed a cultural landscape. The spatial arrangement 

of the vegetation evolved over thousands of years and the environment provided the 

economic needs of the people and their connections to the land was understood 

through complex cultural and spiritual teaching. Gammage observed that in order for 

these complex fire regimes to evolve with different timings and burn patterns required 

intricate knowledge of plants and fire, visionary planning, skill and patience 

(Gammage, 2011:43).  

 

Well-trodden tracks were also a significant feature in Indigenous cultural landscapes. 

They linked the hills, plains and coast and linked sacred sites, burial grounds, camp 

sites and seasonal migration routes. The tracks through the Mount Lofty Ranges ran 

along the ridges, not through valleys, and two tracks are clearly visible on the hills 

face in Figure 4, a photograph of a painting by William Light in 1837, only a few 

months following the arrival of the first colonists.  

 
 

Figure 4. William Light (Colonel). Adelaide and Mount Lofty, from N.W. c.1837. State Library of 

South Australia. Photograph B2127 of a watercolor. 

 

3.2 The Colonial Cultural Landscape 

The English colonists disembarking from their ships in December1836 saw only an 

untamed natural landscape. The impacts of Indigenous land-management practices on 

the environment were subtle, but to the colonists the Adelaide plains and the high 

ranges towering over their new settlement appeared as an unproductive landscape 

waiting to be shaped into the colonists’ ‘ideal’, the cultivated and productive 

landscapes of their English and European homelands. After weeks at sea and 20,000 

km from home they arrived at a beach later named Glenelg; they arrived as free 

settlers and with an expectation of owning their own land and would form a ‘yeoman’ 



 

 

class of farmers although retaining the structured hierarchy of the English farming 

model (Llewellyn, 2016). Those who followed only a few years later in the 1840s 

found a small colony on the brink of economic collapse, an environment that was hot 

and dry, with water shortages and soil that generally lacked depth and fertility. 

 

The natural resources essential for building the colony’s future capital city were 

quickly identified in the narrow valleys intersecting the western face of the Mount 

Lofty Ranges. Quality building stone, timber, permanent springs of water and fertile 

soil appeared to be in abundance, and the colonists had high expectations of their 

productivity based on favorable reports promoted by the South Australian Company. 

These expectations were, however, greatly exaggerated. For example, in 1846 Dutton 

reported that: 

On the face of many hills, of moderate elevation, a fine brown loam is 

abundant, of more or less depth, in some case three feet, in others as 

much as five feet, and is a most admirable soil for the growth of fruit 

trees…with a boundless extent of wood for every purpose which may be 

required by the settler… (Dutton, 1846:199-200). 

The new environment proved to be beyond the experience of the colonists. Within the 

first decade they were confronted by fire, flood and drought. Flinders, Tolmer and 

Hawker reported on the racing wild-fires of the Australian summer (Tolmer, 1882; 

Hawker, 1899). They and other colonists failed, however, to distinguish between the 

controlled fires of the Aboriginal people and wild-fires, although they were also 

aware that the Aboriginal people used fire as a weapon against them and, as described 

by Major O’Halloran, fire became the Achilles heel of the colonists: 



 

 

…in all directions during the late months of hot weather, the natives 

have done much injury to the settlers by firing the grass around them. 

The sheep and cattle have thus been dispersed…These fires likewise 

destroy all traces of the Country Surveys and render it nearly impossible 

for purchasers of land to examine or even find out the sections they may 

be disposed to select…I am much afraid that unless some measures are 

taken to prevent the natives from burning grass, that a warfare will be 

established between them and the settlers (Clyne, 1987:54). 

 

The grassy lower ranges, eucalypt forests and ‘scrublands’ were soon cleared both for 

timber and to make way for orchards and market gardens. The reality was a 

disappointment. Every few years a severe drought followed the periods of prosperity, 

or the one-in-25 year or one-in-50-year torrential rains destroyed the cottages and 

market gardens built close to the swollen streams, the ruins of which were identified 

and mapped during our surveys. These weather patterns were already well known in 

the eastern states of Australia and there seems little doubt the agents of the South 

Australian Company misrepresented the advantages of the colony (Emigrants’ Friend 

or Authentic Guide to South Australia, 1848).  

 

Despite this, the tenacity and optimism of the colonists, together with the South 

Australian Company’s Waste Lands Act (1836) ensured that the land was quickly 

cleared and cultivated. This Act was enacted under the South Australia Foundation 

Act (1836) and stated that land considered to be waste, i.e. unused by Aboriginal 

people, could be acquired in 80 acre lots at 12 shillings per acre. In addition, the 

Scrub Lands Act required landowners to clear up to 90% of their land and the two 



 

 

Acts ensured the almost complete clearance of the study area for horticulture and 

market gardening development by the end of the nineteenth century.  

 

The timber industry 

As early as the late 1830s there was such a high demand for timber that the South 

Australian Company sought to manage and control the highly profitable supplies from 

the upper slopes of the Hills Face Zone, then known as the Tiers, although with little 

success. The Tiersmen had a justified reputation as being skilled at working with the 

various species referred to as ‘stringybark’ (Figure 5) and the felled timber from the 

tiers was consumed in enormous quantities. 

 

Figure 5. William A. Cawthorne, Australia, 1825 - 1897 

The Tiersmen and Bullock Team, 1843, Adelaide watercolor on paper 

12 x 18.4 cm, Mitchell Library, Sydney, Australia. Ref.: PXD39 f54. 

 

The largest trees on the tiers had been felled by the end of the nineteenth century and, 

although farmers continued to supplement their incomes by sawing and splitting 

timber, the timber industry virtually ceased after 50-60 years. By the mid-nineteenth 

century the now eroding valleys were transformed into a patchwork of orchards, 

pasture and gardens of vegetables (McEwin, 1843; Ward, 1862; Swinbourne, 1982; 

Hallack, 1987). Archaeological evidence of many of these properties was identified 

and recorded during archaeological field surveys (for examples see Martin, 2006; 

Piddock, 2006; Tilley, 2006).  

 

Water supplies 



 

 

The colonists also had an expectation that the supply of water would be well in excess 

of their needs. In 1836 John Morphett, who had accompanied the Surveyor-General, 

Colonel William Light, reported more than favorably on the water resources:  

Mount Lofty bears nearly east, and the whole of this side of the range is 

intersected with gullies, ravines and water courses, of the deepest kind 

…The facilities for damming up, and the creation of water power, are 

greater than I have seen in any country in an equal area… (Morphett, 

1837, p.12). 

Eighteen rivers and smaller streams flow from the central Hills Face Zone west across 

the Adelaide Plains. At the time the first colonists arrived most streams were supplied 

by permanent springs high in the ranges. For example, the village of Mitcham was 

located on the banks of Brownhill Creek because it provided an adequate and 

permanent supply of water (Lane et al., 2006:17-28). But, as the irrigated market 

gardens filled the upper valley, the flows decreased and today this creek flows only 

following heavy rain. Similar reports came from the many property owners 

interviewed who reported their wells had provided a reliable supply of water until the 

early-mid twentieth century.  

 

Advice about how to irrigate crops in a drier Mediterranean-like climate was provided 

to the colonists by the South Australian Company through publications, for example 

Cunningham (1841).  Prior to the Industrial Revolution and the availability of 

affordable metal pipes in the late 1860s, it was common practice to construct stone 

retaining walls and races to channel and control flowing water (Piddock, 2006; Smith, 

2006). The natural streams in most valleys were first straightened then confined to 

narrow stone channels along one side of the valley, thus removing their natural 



 

 

meander and freeing up the fertile floor of each valley for crop production. This error 

was, possibly, the most environmentally damaging traditional practice the colonists 

introduced. The spatial re-organization of the valley allowed flood water to gather 

uncontrollable speed, destroy the dry-stone walls and scour the precious topsoil from 

the valley floor. 

 

Remnants of several irrigation systems using stone or timber water-races were 

documented during the field surveys, usually associated with terraced hillsides. For 

example, the Eagle Terraces adjacent to the former Eagle Quarry (Smith, 2006b: 78-

85), was reconstructed using GIS modelling, illustrated in Figure 7. This small north-

east facing area of terraced hillside was used to grow tomatoes and other vegetables 

by Mr Mack in the late 1860s (Observer, 6 May 1893, 13 May 1893; Thorpe, n.d.). 

An archaeological survey of the area revealed a traditional market garden designed 

before metal piping became available and abandoned during the 1890s. A dry-stone 

wall, a stone lined water channel supplied from a natural spring and faint evidence of 

smaller stone-lined water channels (labelled as a drain in Figure 7) all fed water to the 

terraces (Smith, 2006b, pp.78-85). All water channels had been blocked with 

sediment and were excavated and the smaller stone-lined channels in disarray. 

 

Figure 6. A GIS reconstruction of the Eagle Terraces, Mount Lofty Ranges, South Australia.  Hills 

Face Zone Cultural Heritage Project, Flinders University, South Australia. 

 

A one-in-25-year flood demonstrated the cruel reality of establishing a horticultural 

business modelled on traditional German practices. When Charles Newman 

established his Model Nursery in 1854, he located it in the relatively wide and fertile 

Water Valley fed by numerous permanent springs (Figure 7). An archaeological 



 

 

survey of Water Valley in 2004 clearly explained why such thriving enterprise failed 

(Piddock, 2006). 

 

Figure 7. Newman’s Nursery ca.1860. Photograph of woodcut. State Library of South Australia, Image 

Library B16015. 

 

Newman had re-aligned the meandering creek to the side of the valley, straightened it, 

then enclosed it in a slate channel. This allowed beds of seedlings and bulbs to be 

planted in the flat fertile valley and irrigated from the slate-lined channel. He also 

built substantial buildings, constructed from locally quarried sandstone. These are 

illustrated in Figure 7 and include water storage tanks, extensive nurseries, stables and 

two homes. Unfortunately, all were located in the valley at the junction of two creeks. 

An account of the Model Nursery (History of Water Gully, an undated and 

anonymous manuscript thought to date from the 1880s or 1890s) described the 

complexity and size of the venture. Three shade houses built of stone enclosed 8000 

feet [2438 m] filled with ordinary nursery stock of the best quality. The ferneries held 

a diverse collection of plants and the grounds included a rose garden of nearly 400 

varieties, bulb beds, and 90 acres [36.4 hectare] of fruit trees, the scions of which 

were used for budding and grafting the nursery stock. The nursery stock included 

500,000 apple, plum, cherry and other fruit trees; 100,000 orange trees, and 100,000 

mostly muscatel vines. Newman's Model Nursery was destroyed twice by floods and 

following the second flood in 1932 the family reluctantly abandoned the labor of two 

generations.  

 

The colonists had no knowledge of the rare extreme flood events, droughts, or the 

extent to which their practice of land clearance, and straightening creeks to transform 



 

 

them into irrigation channels, greatly increased the speed of flood waters and erosion 

of the fertile topsoil.  

 

Stone quarries 

It was, however, quarrying on the hills face which left the most tangible evidence of 

colonial impacts on the landscape in response to economic imperatives. Quality 

building stone from the adjacent hills contributed significantly to economic 

development to the new town of Adelaide. The stone was used for buildings, drains 

and road guttering in the first instance and was later crushed for the construction of 

Macadam roads, tram tracks, railway ballast and extensive breakwaters at the Outer 

Harbor. Bluestone, a hard, durable metamorphosed sandstone from the Glen Osmond, 

Mitcham and Tapley’s Hill quarries, also gave many of Adelaide’s public buildings 

and homes their distinctive character (Jack, 1923).  

 

The differing quarrying techniques reflected the origins of the quarrymen and the 

traditional technologies they brought with them. Many quarrymen were Cornish who 

applied their skills at Magill, Montacute, Stonyfell and Glen Osmond, where a stone 

Cornish chimney still towers over a hillside (Bender 2004; Bender & Piddock, 2006; 

Fenton & Fenton, 2006; Piddock & O’Malley, 2006). One of the first commercial 

quarries was the Magill Stone Quarry situated in the lower ranges (Figure 8). This 

quarry, now on the South Australian State Heritage List, is believed to be the only 

example of the traditional Cornish ‘pillar and stall’ quarrying method in Australia – and 

an example of quarrying technology that was quickly abandoned in favor of picks on 

the steep rock faces, and later, the more economical use of explosives Bender .  

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 8. The Magill quarries, Magill, Adelaide. The photograph illustrates the Cornish ‘pillar and 

stall’ method of quarrying. Photographed in 2002 for the Hills Face Zone Cultural Heritage Project, 

Flinders University, South Australia. 

 

Slate suitable for splitting into roof shingles was also an essential element of early 

colonial buildings and by the late 1840s slate had almost completely replaced timber 

shingles. Slate was first quarried in 1840 in the southern Mount Lofty Ranges close to 

Willunga, 40km south of Adelaide, and a decade later there were five slate quarries 

operating in the area. Slate production reached its peak in the 1880’s with two ships 

sailing each week from Port Willunga to Port Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney. By 

the end of the nineteenth century, however, cheap mass-produced galvanized iron was 

being manufactured locally and replaced slate as a roofing material. The slate industry 

declined rapidly, and most slate quarries were forced to close (Dunstan, 1977).  

 

Today the red pisè ruins of the former Cornish village on the steep hillsides of the 

Delabole quarry site are a stark reminder of mid-nineteenth century life in the colony 

and how the Cornish settlers reshaped their landscape in the image of their cultural 

traditions (Piddock & O’Malley, 2006). Delabole is a rare example of a landscape 

where the hierarchical values of the nineteenth century Cornish village were 

maintained. The Chapel was constructed on a hill overlooking the valley and the 

Foreman’s house was similarly positioned to allow constant surveillance of both the 

village and quarry by God and the Foreman.  

 

Most quarries that provided the bluestone, slate and sandstone for Adelaide’s Victorian-

era public buildings and houses were also forced to close by the early twentieth century.  

This was an outcome of economic change and the availability of cheap mass-produced 



 

 

bricks and Portland cement. By the second half of the twentieth-century only a few 

large quarries remained and the many small quarries were incorporated into newly 

created parks and reserves (see Figure 2). Again, the spatial organization of the face of 

the Mount Lofty Ranges was being reordered by public demand and an emerging 

community appreciation of the aesthetic values of the ranges. 

 

Colonisation required, first, tracks, then roads and railways into the hills and within 

months of the colonists’ arrival the first bullock tracks were blazed, or gouged, into 

the hillsides following the network of tracks already worn by the Kaurna people (see 

Bull, 1878:19; Tolmer, 1882:153). The two Kaurna tracks up the steep face of Mount 

Osmond were the colonists’ favored routes into the ranges; this seemingly strange 

choice was selected because bullock drays required a straight run up hills with few 

turns (Stacy, 2006). The painting by Martha Berkeley, c.1840, Figure 9, illustrates the 

deep straight gouges made by the bullock teams along the same serpentine Indigenous 

tracks illustrated by William Light only three years earlier (see Figure 4).  

 

Figure 9. Martha Berkeley Australia, 1813 - 1899 

Mount Lofty from The Terrace, Adelaide, c.1840, Adelaide, watercolor on paper 

34.5 x 45.0 cm, South Australian Government Grant 1935, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide 
0.851 

 

These few examples of the colonists taming the wilderness demonstrate how the hills 

face landscape of the Mount Lofty Ranges was transformed in less than sixty years. 

The park-like environment created by the Kauna was replaced by farms, orchards and 

market gardens. These economies and social structures, built by people sure of their 

right to occupy the land and re-shape it in the image of their cultural traditions, were, 

however, about to change. 

 



 

 

3.3 Transformations During the Twentieth Century 

Changes in the landscape were subtle during the first half of the twentieth century, but 

the transformation was again dramatic during the second half of the century. 

Quarrying continued, but the growing scars on the landscape were increasingly 

obvious from the rapidly expanding city and starting to attract public criticism (refer 

again to Figure 1). Also, the natural resources of the valleys were depleted and many 

market gardeners and horticulturalists left their narrow valleys for the plains where 

advances in water pumping technologies and transport enabled them to establish 

extensive and more economically viable market gardens. 

 

The cool valleys of the ranges had been valued for their picturesque environment 

since the late nineteenth century and provided an escape from the oppressive summer 

heat of the plains. Picnics become fashionable and outings by coach or dray to several 

recreation areas in the cool valleys increased in popularity during the summers of the 

late nineteenth century. Following overseas trends of designating open space to meet 

the increasing recreational demands, South Australian leaders were among the earliest 

of Australian state governments to set aside reserves for recreation and conservation. 

The first ‘pleasure reserves’ at Morialta (1886), Waterfall Gully (1888), Brownhill 

Creek (1889) and Australia’s second National Park, the Belair National Park (1891), 

were favored picnic destinations and contributed to a growing appreciation of the 

aesthetic qualities of the picturesque valleys. These reserves also satisfied the growing 

need for public recreation facilities, such as ovals, tennis courts and refreshment 

kiosks (Tamblyn, 2006:204-226). The foresight of those responsible for establishing 

these parks protected what is now one of Adelaide’s most valuable natural assets and 

sowed the seeds for the transformation of the hills face to a significant ‘natural’ 



 

 

landscape. This transformation, supported by an emerging conservation lobby, gained 

momentum during the 1960s and 1970s with the declaration of several additional new 

parks.  

 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Re-inventing the Natural Landscape 

Throughout this study we identified the characteristics of this landscape and the 

processes influencing landscape change, spatial patterns, cultural traditions and 

responses to the natural environment. Ultimately, it was both changing local 

economies and public pressure that transformed the western face of the ranges from 

the highly modified cultural colonial landscapes, to the natural landscapes of the late 

twentieth century. The colonists introduced European and English land management 

practices, but their inability to adapt to the environment, meet the increasing demands 

for produce, and expand production within the confines of the narrow valleys, proved 

to be their undoing.  

 

Analysis of GIS data collected during the archaeological surveys revealed the 

devastating consequences of the one-in-20 and 1-in-100 years flood cycles, and it is 

apparent that no guidance was provided by the South Australian Company. Data 

revealed that 94% of nineteenth century stone or pisè cottage ruins were built within 

150 m (492 feet) of a stream and, of these, 65% were within 50 m (164 feet) of a 

stream making them vulnerable and well within the high-water level of most floods. 

Those houses constructed during and after the late nineteenth century had been built 

above the flood level, reflecting growing understanding of the landscape.   

 



 

 

Many of these non-viable properties were purchased as hobby farms in the 1950s and 

1960s, but many were neglected and over time pockets of native vegetation 

regenerated, often with an understory of introduced weed species. Over these and 

subsequent decades the western face of the Mount Lofty Ranges came to be valued as 

a natural landscape, providing a green backdrop to the city of Adelaide.  

 

4.2  Legislating to protect an emerging natural environment 

As public appreciation of the symbiotic relationship between the city and the Mount 

Lofty Ranges grew, so did public pressure to preserve the natural environment; this 

pressure culminated in a recommendation of the 1962 Metropolitan Development 

Plan (1962:12) that a Hills Face Zone be established to protect ‘…Adelaide’s greatest 

natural asset’. The plan stated: 

It is very desirable, therefore, that the face of the ranges and the skyline 

as seen from the various points in the metropolitan area should retain a 

natural character and should not be spoilt by small-scale domestic 

development. (Metropolitan Development Plan, 1962, p.77).  

The primary objective of the Hills Face Zone provisions in the 1962 Metropolitan 

Development Plan, was, and continue to be, the preservation and enhancement of the 

natural heritage values of the western face of the ranges and the protection of the 

natural backdrop to the city of Adelaide.  

The plan created a highly contested landscape during the following two decades when 

conflicts between conservationists and developers were frequently debated in the 

media. By 1967, when Parliament approved the Hills Face Zone Interim Development 

Controls, new subdivisions had also been approved with unprecedented haste. 

Legislative changes from 1967 onward increasingly directed land-use activities 



 

 

toward protecting and enhancing the natural amenity of the Hills Face Zone, the most 

controversial change being the prohibition of urban subdivisions and the imposition of 

20 acres (8.1 hectare; .08 square mile) as the minimum size of new blocks.  

Interestingly, the number of new dwellings in the Hills Face Zone increased 

dramatically during this period with 1356 approvals between 1960 and 1980 

compared with 64 in the previous two decades.   

 

A further shift in emphasis occurred with the implementation of the 1982 

Development Plan. Under the 1971 Regulations all forms of agriculture were 

considered as compliant, and no distinction was made between agriculture and 

horticulture, but after 1982 restrictions on intensive agriculture and horticulture came 

into force. The legislation was again strengthened to support the objectives of the 

zone when environmental and visual criteria were introduced in 1985 through the 

Conservation and Enhancement of the Hills Face Zone Supplementary Development 

Plan. The re-establishment of the natural character of the Hills Face Zone and ‘low-

intensity’ agriculture was added as an objective of the legislation; intensive animal 

husbandry was prohibited and intensive agriculture was categorized under ‘consent 

use’.  

 

Responsibility for the administration of the Hills Face Zone was handed over to local 

government following the implementation of the Development Act 1993 and the nine 

councils within the Hills Face Zone and the Development Assessment Committee 

became responsible for the resolution of conflicts of interest within the zone. 

Pressure to amend the legislation next came from the viticulture industry anxious to 

convert the slopes of the ranges to vineyards. Infringements of the Hills Face Zone 



 

 

legislation by developers, horticulturalists, viticulturalists and inappropriate 

residential development, did not cease. Submissions from concerned community 

organizations resulted in the State government announcing a wide-ranging review of 

planning policies in October 2002. Following community-wide consultation, the Hills 

Face Zone Review Implementation Strategy was released in February 2004 with 

strong recommendations to strengthen strategies to maintain the natural heritage 

values of the zone and protect it from inappropriate development (Planning South 

Australia, 2004).   

 

Now, at the commencement of the twenty-first century, most conservation and 

recreation parks in the Hills Face Zone are within the central section where the 

network of parks expanded from those founded in the nineteenth century to protect a 

diversity of ecosystems and rare and endangered species of flora and fauna. In 

addition, 33% of the remnant vegetation within the Adelaide metropolitan area is 

located within the Hills Face Zone. Of this, the highest percentage of native 

vegetation is in the central region which comprises 5% of the total metropolitan area 

but supports 25% of the total remnant vegetation (Turner, 2001). More than 700 plant 

species, or 75% of the total number of native plants in the Adelaide region, are in the 

Hills Face Zone (South Australian Urban Forest Biodiversity Program, 2001). 

While these natural heritage values are being constantly evaluated, the cultural 

heritage values within the parks are also maintained, providing accessible eco- and 

cultural-tourism destinations. There is, however, great potential for the adjacent 

privately owned agricultural landscapes to contribute to regional interpretations of the 

heritage landscape of all the Hills Face Zone (see Mitchell and Barrett (2015) who 



 

 

argue it is timely to identify the heritage values of agricultural systems in the United 

States with potential to contribute to the sustainability of rural landscapes).  

 

5 Conclusions 

As natural environments near large cities become contested zones under increasing 

pressure from developers, understanding perceptions of natural and cultural 

landscapes is increasingly relevant. Adelaide’s Hills Face Zone is a model of one such 

environment. Although now considered a natural environment, for thousands of years 

the Hills Face Zone has been a cultural landscape transformed in response to invasion, 

environmental factors and the needs and mores of, first, the Aboriginal people, then 

by the colonists. This paper identified the determinants for changing land-use 

practices through time and explored how and why transformations in the landscape 

occurred. These determinants included the fulfilment the economic expectations of, 

first, the Kaurna people, then the colonists’ appreciation of the landscape as being 

natural and available to meet their economic needs. The outcomes of technological 

advances, deteriorating eco-systems and the demands of an increasing population 

again shifted public perception during the later decades of the twentieth century. 

Adelaide’s Hills Face Zone now provides refugia for endangered flora and fauna and 

a variety of recreation and leisure facilities. The zone also protects a significant relict 

colonial landscape and contributes significantly to the beauty and aesthetic amenity of 

this rapidly expanding city. For over fifty years the Hills Face Zone legislation has 

protected this now significant natural landscape, providing a model of urban planning 

‘best practice’ for the protection of a natural landscape within the metropolitan area of 

an Australian capital city.  
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